
January 28, 2020
Bureau of Transportation, Tokyo Metropolitan Government

Limited to customers using Hoshino Resorts OMO5 Tokyo Otsuka “Sotsutabi (Graduation trip) Otsuka”
We will present you original goods produced by Toei Transport and Hoshino Resorts!

The Bureau of Transportation of Tokyo Metropolitan Government works together with Hoshino Resorts 

OMO5 Tokyo Otsuka (hereinafter referred to as “the Hotel”) located along the Toden line, and we are 

pleased to announce that we will present original goods jointly produced by both parties using the 

graduation travel plan “Sotsutabi Otsuka” sold by the Hotel to customers who came to Minowabashi

Omoidekan.

Note

Images on paper

１ Goods for present

２ Distribution location

OMO Hoshino Resorts and Toei Transportation - Original Clip

Minowabashi Omoidekan (Memory Hall) (1-12-6, Minami-Senju, Arakawa City)

* On days when the museum is closed (Tuesday 
and Wednesday), the presents are distributed at 
Todenya TodenHotel (1 minute walk from 
Minowabashi stop)

You can get a present when you 
show the original map.

[Toden Walking Map]

Inquiries

Toei Transportation Customer Center
Phone:03-3816-5711 (9: 00 -20: 00, seven days a week, all year round)



Part 2: Support for staying up late

As a support to make the night further excited when you cannot 
stop chatting, we have prepared “Toden Highball” made of “Toden
Whiskey” and “Dokidoki (Throbbing)! OMOide Box”. The OMOide
Box contains a card with a talk theme written on it, so you can 
have a nice long talk remembering shared memories among a 
group of friends.

Part 3: Memorial photo spot

A memorial photo spot where you can take commemorative
photos of your graduation trip will be available for a limited time. In
addition, we have prepared a photo panel with a motif of Toden
and Otsuka. So, you can take one of your memories to end your
journey.

★ Devices to make a trip fun

Part 1: Sotsutabi bag

For guests, we will present you the original “Toden Walk Map”, 
“OMOide (memories) Travel Note” and “Sotsutabi bag” with an 
instant camera and a tumbler inside.

An accommodation plan in which OMO fully supports the creation of students' last memories during the 
spring graduation trip season.
You can enjoy a nostalgic rediscovery of Tokyo by riding a retro-style tram.

What is “Sotsutabi Otsuka”?

[Overview]

Period: Check in from February 1 to March 31, 2020

Price: From 8,864 yen per night (per person when using one room for 2 people, excluding tax and meals)

Includes: accommodation, early check-in, Sotsutabi bag, support for staying up late, breakfast

Capacity: 3 pairs (2-3 people per pair)

Reservations: 2 days prior to the OMO5 Tokyo Otsuka official website https://omo-hotels.com/otsuka/en/

Hoshino Resorts OMO5 Tokyo Otsuka

2-26-1 Kita-Otsuka, Toshima-ku, Tokyo, Japan

170-0004

Reservations +81 50 3786 1144


